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FOREWORD

This report was prepared by the Lightnin and Transients Research
Institute under Contract Af 33(616)-7828 sponsred jointly by ....
nautical Systems Division, US. Air Force and the N.-,y Department,
Bureau of Naval Weapons.

The technical program is administered under the direction of the
Communications Laboratory, Aeronautical Systens Division, Mr. H. M.
Bart-man acting as project chief, and coordinated with the Bureau of
Naval Weapons through Mr. V. V. Gunsolley.

Participating scientific and engineering staff taking primary part
.his report's researches and preparation included: IM4. M. Newman,

J. D. Robb. and J. R. Stahmann.
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ABSTRACT

LTRI past investigations of lig-htning hazards ant prntection of
multi-jet aircraft have been reviewed for applicathr, :o the KC- 135 and
similar type aircraft. Flight experiences of com r '.-la jet operations
have been utilized in determining economics as well as possible hazards.
Use of protection conductors for the noze radome is rC:cortnie.ed as
economic as well as effective in reducing a slight hazard. '.Lightning
protection systems of some type, or at least of review of present systems,
is recommended for all antennas leading into the fuselage. Current
studies of possible streamer and lightning stroke hazards to fuel v nts
suggest the application of lightning diverter systems. No serious hazaid
is anticipated from most honeycomb construction. Consideration should
be given to possible precipitation-static radio interference from lightning
protection devices and in some cases they can be used to reduce this type
of interferc,-ce. Suggested for further study are the possibility of entry
of DC lightning stroke components into the aircraf.t interior, lightning
hazards from some types of fuel gage and fuel tank filler caps and
electrostatic hazards from fuel tank liners.
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I. introduction

A general review has been completed of past LTRI researches which

relate to lightning prolection of the KC- 135 and similar type aircraft. The

study has drawn upon the experience which Lightning & Transients has

obtained in devising lightning protection fnr sim.far multi-engine jet trans-

ports and by review of the limited number of flight damage reports received

to date on military and commercial multi-engine jet aircraft. A unique

problem for the KC- 135 is the large quantity of JP-4 fuel carried in the

fuselage, a fuel which is flammable throughout the lightning ambient

temperature range. The reduction of preLipitation-static radio interference

which has been encountered to date on the three American jet transpo:t air-

craft currently in use has also been considered.

III Lightning Protection for the Nose Radome

Artificial lightning discharge model studies were made earlier on the

three current commercial jet transports and a summary of the strike per-

centages to various parts of the aircraft for the three aircraft is presented

in Table I. Insufficient flight damage reports have been received to date

for good comparison with the above table but some severe strikes have been

reported. As shown in Table I, a large percentage of strikes may be

expected to the aircraft nose, which extends quite far ahead of the wing and

therefore lightning damage to the radome may be anticipated.

A variety of lightning protection methods have been devised by

Lightning & Transients for use on the various types of aircraft radomes in

current use, and these include radornes for fire control radar, ECM antenna

Manuscript released "y the authors June, 1961 for pubipication as an /%SD

technical note.
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TABLE I

Probability of Lightning Strikes to Various Points .0 Determined

from High Voltage Model Studies

Flight
Damage
Records Jet Jet Jet
Propeller Transport Transporr Transport

Part Struck Aircraft A B C Averagc

Rudder &
Vertical Fin 9 16 16 16 16

12,5 iz 33 37 24 31

Wing tip 21 21 19 19 Z0

Elevator &
Horizontal 13 16 22 Zi. 6 20
Stabilizers

Jet Pod or
Propeller 7 8 3 13. 5 8

Tail Cone 4 4 3 2.7 3

Misc. 34 2.7 1



equipment, search radar and weather radar. The most direct protection

method is a system of metal strips on the outside of the radome to conduct

the discharge safely Across the dnr.e surface to the aircraft frane. These

protection strips mnay be of various cross- sectional a -eas, depending upon

a balance of tolerated damag t. probability in relation to the frequency of

lightning strikes expected. For example, radornes on aircraft used for

early warning service in which the aircraft may be required to remain in

storm areas for extended periods require semi-permanent protection with

conductors of large cross-sectional area up to 40, 000 circular mis as

illustrated in Figure 1. At the oth,,r extreme, aircraft such as the modern

jet transports, which fly principally over the weather, may use thin foil

strips for single shot protection as shown in Figure 2, as these are easy

to apply and can probably be replaced between recurrent exposuies to

lightning. Other methods, which have been used, include conducting

buttons grounded to the radar structure and exposed on the outside of the

radome, lightning diverter rods, and special p 'ints which guide the dis-

charge over the radome surface, as shown in Figure 3. For the KC- i35

a fairly substantial external conductor system is suggested, if one can be

provided without excessive interference to the antenna operation. Al:o the

use of conductive paint over the radome external surface is suggested, as

it has been found that frictional electrificati-m may puncture the radome

surface to produce small pin-hoes which, through subsequent rain erosion,

may enlarge to produce extensive radome damage. Reports have been

received in which failure of the radar dish to revolve was found to be caused

by a large spongy cellular mass inside the radome caused by rain erosion

and absorption on a radome which appeard from the outside to be intact.

To su'~-'ize, the use of a protection system is recommended for Uhe

radome on the basis that it is economic as well as safer to provide pro-

tection. The use of a conducting paint over the entire radome surface is

also recommended for prevention of static puncture awl. subsequent rain

erosion damage.
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Figure 1. TWO million volt arheicial li-II-.'ng dischaige to radome
protected by semi -pe :maiier~'t a1u-aiium conductor.

-4-
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figure 2. Discharge to radomei rrotectetd by single shot foil protection
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Figure 3. Discharge to spe~cial rador - .. th aluminumn paint used for
lightning stroke divertirnq.
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TTVILL. Antenna Lightning Protection

The Lightning and Transients laboratory had earlier devised a special

aircraft lightning arrrstcr, basad on the conccpt Lhat lightning discharges

should not be allowed to enter the interior of the aircraft, for in addition to

the direct damage to radio equipment which they may do, the ignition of

fuel vapors may be possible, A capacitor spark gap lightning arrester was

devised by LTRI and is now in general use for HF radio equipment protec-

tion. For isolated gap antennas with fibei lass structures, the lighfniag

arresters perform an equally important function of containing an internr1 .

lightning stroke arc which could otherwise vaporize plastic resins to produce

high gas pressures and explode the section.

The importance of lightning arresters such as used with the KC- 135

probe antenna has been verified by a flight damage report received recent-

ly, and which is shown in the photographs of Figures 4 and 5, of a lightning

discharge to a Boeing 707 aircraft probe antenna section. The lightning

arrester had not been installed and accidentally no ground had been

attached to the antenna. Thus the discharge to the probe passed to the air

frame through the interior of the fir cap section by means of an air arc,

and produced excessive gas pressures to blast out the inspection panels.

In this case no serious structural damage vras done. Had the section been

more rigidly contained, the explosive damage might possibly have been

more serious. This case, where no arrester was installed, and where the

antenna was not grounded, illustrates the type of damage possible if an

arrester were not used at all in the fin cap.

Strikes to the nose of the KC- 135 should constitute a large percent-

age of the total strikes, as determined from model studies and these

strikes will be swept along the fuselage by the action of the windstrearn.

Consequently any type of antenna leading into the fuselage in line with the

swept stroke, whether HF or VHF, may permit strc.'e ,ntry into th.

i -7-



Figure 4. Damage from natural lightning discharge
to fin probe antenna, with blown out panel

O(at point of arrow) when lightning arrestereo was not in.,tailed and antenna not grounded.
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rFu re 5. Close up vie,., of blow.n out inspection
N panels from natural lightning discharge

to the antenna shown in Figure 4.
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air craft interior. For example, LTRI records of lightning damage to

commercial aircraft indicate that as much damage is done to VI-1F xLadio

equipment by lightning strikes as to HF, but no VHF protection has been

used to date because of relatively lower past oonside, irion as to impor-

tance. An illustration of the lightning dan':age to be expected on VHF

anttcun, ib bhown in Figure 6. The damage was produced by a moderate-

ly severe laboratory discharge.

An alternative to the use of VHF or UHF lightning arresters is the

development of lightning resistani VHF anteimas. In nany cases VHF-UHF

antennas may be constructed with solid DC grounding, which effectively

minimizes the amount of lightning stroke energy which may penetrate

into the aircraft interior. The particunlar construction is important to

assure that there is adequate current carrying capacity through the stroke

current path, particularly at the co-anection to the alrcraft fuselage

Early warning aircraft are subject to a relatively large amount of

lightning damage, as they are zornetimes required to remain in storm

areas for extended periods of time, and they are struck by lightning dis-

charges which penetrate the interior of the aircraft, generally through

radio antennas. Thus, protection of some type is suggested for all an-

ternas located on the fuselage.

IV. Fuel Vents in Relation to Potential Lightning Hazards

Earlier work on aircraft fuel vents considered the direct problem of

the possibility of a lightning strike to a vent, which might ignite flammable

fuel mixture in the vent. With the KC-135 carrying JP-4 fuel, which

is flammable throughout the ambient lightning strike range, this problem

becomes more important than with the kerosene fueled commercial

transports. Tests of vent s similar to the KC- 135 have shown tha:

-10-



Figure 6. VHF antenna blown ii.4-o thret. pieces by moderately
severe artificial lightning discharge.
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because of the vent's shielded locafion underneath the -'ng in 3 flat area,

direct lightning strikes are not highly probdble. LTRI records of lightning

discharges to aircraft have shown very few discharges to wing tips further

inboard than one foot. Huwever, additional problems have been considered.
These are: the possibility of inducing streamering on, t.z vents with nearby

lightning discharges which could produce ignition of the fuel vapors, or
possibly the presence of continuous corona discharges due to friction elec-

trification of the aircraft which might produce ignition of fuel vapors.

investigations carried out earlier under Contract AF 33(616)-3991

and presented in L & T Report 363 have indicated that for most vent

configurations, the possibility of corona ignition of fuel vapors produced

by friction electrification is not likely; however, the probability of light-

ning induced streamers off ncariy anr vent configuration is very nigh and

streamer ignition nay be possible. As a lightning stroke contacts ar

aircraft, it immediately raises the aircraft potential t.o many millions of

volts, which produces streamering off the entire aircr,.t, inLI-.d.ng nost

vents. Oscillograms of laborator streamer current magntudes presented

in Figure 7 indicate currents exceediny 50 arnne-e- for -A fraction of a

microsecond. This corresponds approximately to the time-current xuave-

form required for ign'tion of fuel vapors under laboratory conditions as

.t.rniaed at our laboratory under an fNAA program, NASA Tech. Note

DN-440.

One additional possibility is the effect of lightning stroke pressure

waves in propagating flame fronts through a vent or merely in passing

through a vent to produce a detonation type of ignition of the flammable

fuel vapors inside the tank. Thcrefore, although the present vent con-

figuration has represented a reasonable configuration from the view of the

previous state-of-the-art, some questions of streamer ignition and pressui!

wave effects near fuel vents remain to be answered.

-12-
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m a e -

Where fuels are unavoidably carried quite near the aircraft wing

tip, an arrangement which i3 defin'.tely not recommended from a lightning

point of view, the us! of a plastic wing tip section with a ,-neoal dVverter

rib running the length of the wing tip is recominende I to reduce the

possibility of strikes inboard which could puncture fuel tank walls to

cause ignition. The rib may be made of solid aluminum or may incor-

porate a resistive strip along the outsidc edge to reduce the corona

discharge radio interference.

Because of the low pressure wingtip vortex, the edge of the wing

Lip is one of the first points on the aircraft to discharge corona currents

under strong electric fields produces either by thunderstorm charge

regions or by charge on the aircraft. These corona discharges can

produce serious radio interference if they take place from metal or may

quietly discharge the aircraft, if they take place from resistively de-

coupled dischargers. Therefore a combined metal and resist;ve plastic

rib is recnrmended. This plastic wing tip .vith a diverter rib running

longitudinally along the tip, has been adopted for smaller aircraft with

less spacing betwecn the fuel tanks and the wingtip, and would also be

recommended for larger jet aircraft for discharging static currYents as

well as for lightning prot#ction. A diagram of this system is shown in

Figure S. Protection may also be provided by lightning diverter rods in

some cases. preferably the graded resistance type to minimize radio

interference. Ope-ation of a graded resistance diverter rod is shown

in N~gure9.

- 14-



Discharge Discharge swept to rear by motion of aircraft
J- strikcs rib relative to stationary ionized stroke channel

troke hangs/ nat rear,

Possible stroke path vith' -C Plastic tip ~ eav

section
to handle

____ ____ ___ ~'stroke
cur rcats

Figruxe 8. Diagram of the operation of wingtip diverter rib.
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~~Figure 9. Operation of graded resis:ane'e ,.aghtning diverter rod on jet

transport fin cap.
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V. Hlcneycumb Materiais

Investigations have been made for the three large American jet

transport aircraft on possible lightning strike hazards to honeycomb

rnaferials which are used extensively for trailing ed-s, fhp,;, etc. , and

thetc investigationns have disclosed that because of the nearly continuous

metal paths in the honeycomb, very little damage is done by lightning

discharges. The discharges tend to develop gas pressures by vaporization

of the adhesives used at the external sneet rnetal joints; however, the

extent of the damage is generally limited to a few square inches which

nmglht be expanded to possibly five or six inches under the influence of

windstream. There remains one possible boneycomb type of configuration

which could produce a serious hazard, and tLis is the foamed-in hinge

joint. By imbedding the hinge base in a foam type plastic, long path

lengths through the dielectric from the outer skin might be possible. It

is this type of path through which lightning discharges can pass to vaporize

the resins and produce very high gas pressures. Conceivably, a foamed-

in type of honeycomb section hinge mounting could be blown entirely away

from the hinge by a discharge to the surface. if this wo're a flap surface,

for example, it could constitute a serious hazard to the aircraft. For

most of the honeycomb sections checked to date at LTRI, the damage and

energy produced by severe artificial lightning discharges has been small.

VI. Precipitation-Static Related to Lightning Protection

In general, lightning protection devices for aircraft are located at

the aircraft extremities, points where lightning strikes are most probable,

and therefnmc, c,'nsidr. rmus. be given to precipitation-static reduc-

tion, so the lightning protection devices shall also minimize radio i,,k.er-

ference. Such lightning protective devices include lightning divert.er

rods on the aircraft wingtips or empennage and protection strips on the

aircraft radomes. Wherever possible, an effort -',id be made to

-17-



1&ebibtively decouple the actual corona discharge from the aircraft as it

results in precipitation-static radio interference.

For example, LTRI ha-. developed graded resistance lightning

diverter-discharger rods. The primary function of tcxe rock jA to

divert lightning discharges approaching the aircraft to specific locations

which have sufficient conductor cross-sectional areas to safely carry th-

discharge in and out of the aircraft. Instead of being metallic the diverter-

dischargers have -graded resistance surfaces, which resistively deco'iple

the corona discharg6,j taking place in their extremities froom the aircraft.

,o that in addition to preventing the diverter function from introducing

interference, the diverter also quictly discharges the aircraft functioning

as a combined diverter-discharger.

Another example of this technique is the reduction of precipitation-

SAetic which might result trom lightning protection conductors -an aircraft

nose radomc protective strips, To reduce the interference which nighl;

be produced on such strips, resistive -coatings are strongly recomm'thnfled

for all radomes. The resistive coating acts to shield the metal strips to

greatly decrease the electric field and corona threshhold on the strips.

When longitudinal metal lightning diverter strips are installed on

aircraft wingtips to reduce the tendency for strokes to move inboard into

possible fuel tank areas, again a rec"stive decoupling strijS along the

extremity cf the lightning diverting strip is strongly recommended. On

wingtips, the decoupling distance between the discharge and the metal

strip if generally reduced to a few inches by aerodynanic requirements.

liuwever, even in these c(-ses, a considerable reduction in the interference

produced in the aircraft antennas is obtained by use of the resiztive strips.

Thus wherever lightning protectiun is installed, consideration must be

given- to the possibility of its producing precipitation-static radio intor-

ference and adequate interference reduction methods 6nculd be empciyed.

-18-



LTRI investigations of friction electrification on an aircraft has

indicated that this is a lesser problem than lightning with relation to ig-

nition of fuel vapors. However, one particuldr problem must be considered

from point of view of both friction elec r.:.fc.,tion ai*d charge transfers due

to lightning cruss fields on the KC- 135 and on refueling rype aircraft in

general. 2his is the possibility of a difference of poreritiai between the

refueling aircraft and the one being r, freled, which could result in a static

spark at the entrancc to the fuel tank. This is an old problem which has

been considered for many years ill ground refueling trucks, and -in-view of

the much larger capacities rf aircraft, some type -of static low-current

drain system, preceding the actual contact of the- fuel flow between the two

aircraft ifs suggested,

VII. Remaining Problems which Suggest Additional Study

High current lightning discharges with high currcnt rates of change,

such as are common in cloud to groud. 4"scharges, have high frequency

components, as considered-from-a Fourier spectrum standpoint, and there-

fore a re carried by virtue of skin effe;ct principally in the outer skin of the

aircraft. As the overall resistance from one extremity to the other of the

modern, all-metal aircraft is extremely low, the skin-provides an effec-

tive shield to high frequency -fields, and effects inside the aircraft are very

small. qiowever, with the longer duration, low current rate-of-rise strokes

typical of many cloud tc cloud discharges. the current paths ara dcternined

primaarily by the DC resistance frn, one extreroity to the other, and this

permits the entry of large currents into the aircraft interior through low

resistance paths, where they niay produce sparks dircct y. Lightning

dischargres t,) aircraft-have been known , 1-nock out nearly all radio equip-

merit, including HF, VHF, navigation equipment. and. some electrical

circuits by entry through aircraft antenna lead-ins. Because of the fuel

carried in the M-1- 135 fuselage, the possible entry of P'. lightning stroke

components into the aircraft t1hrough low r -istance interior paths needs

to be considered.

-i9-



One point uf possible entry of lightning discharges into the aircraft

iu through the wing tip navigatin lights, and tihks point has not been

rui:zcientliy developed to date. Strikes through fhe navigatiun lights could

permit the entry of stroke currents into the aircraft arterior wiring. The

distance of penetration would be determind primarily by the circuit resist-

ances, particularly with low rise. discharges kvhere inductive effects were

minimined.

Another possible point of entry into the ai,.-raft i- through '-se'iion

covers for fuel gages or filler caps for .l or oil tanks For c.amplk., it

has been found that many aircraft are designed with O-ring fuel tank filler

caps such that the primary high current paths from the filler cap to the air

frame are inside the fuel tank. Therefore, a lightning discharge -to an air-

craft jet pod, for example, could be swept back over the wing surface to a

fuel filler cap to produce coiLact resistance spark inside the fuel tank as

illustrated in Figure 10.

On the KC- 135, the fueling boom extends from the rear of the fuselage,

where many lightning strike may be expected. Lightning strikes to tbhis

boom, although probably ) , -d from fuel tank areas by valves and pumps,

may produce sparking at t, , ection points, which could produce fuel

vapor ignition inside the fuselage. Thus, bonding of the fueling boom to

the fuseag strutuve should be checkcd. The use ol graded resistance

diverter rods at the trailing end of the boom to attract and carry the light-

ning discharges would be desirable but could interferc with-the boom

operation and would require careful tests for proper installation with

respect to both lightning and fueling operation.

Another point to be checked, though not pertaining to lightning, is

that of electrostatic hazards inside fuel tanks. Recent investigations of

high speed fueling have shown that extensive electrification is produced,

but that there is little tendcncy for ignition. The ree:oin developmec of

-20-
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II

Lightning- discharge swept onto
1i fuel filler cap

Contact resistance spark
in ruel tank

Figure 10. Sketch of fuel tank .. er ap on which lightning discharge
produces arc inside tank.
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high dielectric strength paints such as the epoxi.s has introduced a possible

electrostatic hazard. The advantages of this material for corrosion in-

hibiving have led to its use in flammable areas. The high resistivity dielec-

tric strength car, produce and store energies which r ay be 1000 times as

great as those produced by fueling electrilication, as the latter can involve

only the spaces or liquid surface capacities which are minor compared to

the capacities of a thin dielectric film paint surface. The stored energies

ing to the ignition energy of an aircraft spark pLug. The use of the high

dielectric strength surface coatings for the interior of the fuel tanks in the

KC- 135 should be checked to assure that they are not introducing an un-

necessary hazard in themselves.

VIII. Concluding Discussion

The specific lightning protection and interference reduction program

proposed for the KC- 135 type aircraft include tests of the weathering and

ruggedness of the graded resistance lightning diverter rod and the wing tip

protection rib and evaluation of various type dischargers. The graded

resistance lightning diverter.-discharger rods have been checked in the

laboratory to determire their effectiveness in diverting Lightning discharges

but their resistance to flight environment, weathering and rain erosion

remains to be determined. A flight test program on a KC- 135 aircraft is

proposed.

Considerable research work remains necessary on advancing the

"state-of-thc-art" knowledge on aircraft fuel system hazards from light-

ning in general, as bad been proposed by LTRI for NASA and Industry

support. In the interim a program is considered worthwhile for completing

development of VHF lightning arresters and for the investigation of the

other specific points of possible hazard on the KC- 135 -,,-ch as wing lights,

fuel tank covers and iefueling beoms.
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I Dayton \ir Fo:rce Depot
ATTN, MDNEM
Gentile \FB, Ohio

10 Comma der
Armed "ervice 'rechnica Infor:
ATTN: £IPDR
Arlingt Hall SIn.
Arlingto 12, Va.

NAVY

10 Chief
Bureau Naval Weapo. s
ATTN: IAAV-4422)
Wash. 2 ., D. C.

ARMY

Comman' ing General
U. S. Ar iy Signal Rer Barch and De
ATTN: -,:hnical Doc .ments Centei
Fort Mo .nouth, New .ersey
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